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Fundamentals of Momentum, Heat, and Mass Transfer provides a unified treatment of momentum transfer (fluid mechanics), heat
transfer and mass transfer. The treatment of the three areas of transport phenomena is done sequentially. The subjects of
momentum, heat, and mass transfer are introduced, in that order, and appropriate analysis tools are developed.· Conservation Of
Mass: Control-Volume Approach· Newton's Second Law Of Motion: Control-Volume Approach· Conservation Of Energy: ControlVolume Approach· Shear Stress In Laminar Flow· Analysis Of A Differential Fluid Element In Laminar Flow· Differential Equations
Of Fluid Flow· Inviscid Fluid Flow· Dimensional Analysis· Viscous Flow· The Effect Of Turbulence On Momentum Transfer· Flow In
Closed Conduits· Fundamentals Of Heat Transfer· Differential Equations Of Heat Transfer· Steady-State Conduction· UnsteadyState Conduction· Convective Heat Transfer· Convective Heat-Transfer Correlations· Boiling And Condensation· Heat-Transfer
Equipment· Radiation Heat Transfer· Fundamentals Of Mass Transfer· Differential Equations Of Mass Transfer· Steady-State
Molecular Diffusion· Unsteady-State Molecular Diffusion· Convective Mass Transfer· Convective Mass Transfer Between Phases·
Convective Mass-Transfer Correlations · Mass-Transfer Equipment
Combustion and Mass Transfer: A Textbook with Multiple-Choice Exercises for Engineering Students is a 20-chapter lecture text
that covers various aspects of combustion and mass transfer. Each of the 20 chapters is provided with a set partly analytical and
multiple-choice tutorial exercises, designed to assist the student to understand the material of the lectures. The opening chapters
deal with the importance of combustion and mass transfer processes. The succeeding chapters survey the concepts and
principles of droplet vaporization, droplet combustion, liquid-propellant rocket, and laminar and turbulent jet. These topics are
followed by discussions of laminar and turbulent diffusion flame, kinetically-influenced phenomena, chemical kinetics, and
spontaneous ignition. The remaining chapters consider the basic concepts of stirred reactor, flame stabilization, laminar flame
propagation, spark ignition, and coal-particle combustion. This book is intended for undergraduate mechanical engineering
students.
Coulson and Richardson's classic series provides the student with an account of the fundamentals of chemical engineering and
constitutes the definitive work on the subject for academics and practitioners. Each book provides clear explanations of theory and
thorough coverage of practical applications, supported by numerous worked examples and problems. Thus, the text is designed
for students as well as being comprehensive in coverage. The first volume focuses on the general mechanisms of diffusion, fluid
flow and heat transfer. Revised and updated throughout, the fifth edition also includes new material on effectiveness of heat
exchangers, and a new section on simultaneous reactions and unsteady state mass transfer. In addition, the text has been reset
and all the diagrams redrawn, resulting in a book that is clearer and easier to use than ever before.
First published in 1982. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Virtually all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events are included. Cram101
Textbook Outlines gives all of the outlines, highlights, notes for your textbook with optional online practice tests. Only Cram101
Outlines are Textbook Specific. Cram101 is NOT the Textbook. Accompanys: 9780521673761
This textbook deals with the fundamental principles of fluid dynamics, heat and mass transfer. The basic equations governing the
convective transfer by fluid motion of matter, energy and momentum, and the transfer of the same properties by diffusion of
molecular motion, are presented at the outset. These concepts are then applied systematically to the study of fluid dynamics in an
engineering context and to the parallel investigation of heat and mass transfer processes. The influence of viscosity and the
dominant role of turbulence in fluid motion are emphasised. Individual chapters are concerned with the important subjects of
boundary layers, flow in pipes and ducts, gas dynamics, and flow in turbo-machinery and of a liquid with a free surface. Later
chapters cover some of the special types of flow and transfer process encountered in chemical engineering applications, including
two-phase flow, condensation, evaporation, flow in packed beds and fluidized solids.

Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the
textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes
for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780521871211 .
CARGESE INSTITUfE ON DISORDER AND MIXING Convection, diffusion and reaction are the three basic mechanisms
in physico-chemical hydrodynamics and chemical engineering. Both convective and diffusive processes are strongly
influenced by the effect of disorder of granular matter in porous media, suspensions, fluidized beds or/and by the
randomness caused in turbulent flow field. This book has been initiated by a NATO summer institute held in Cargese
(Corsica, FRANCE) from June 15 th to 27 th 1987 . Its aim was to associate statistical physicists, fluid mechanicians and
specialists of chemical engineering on the problems of the relation between disorder and mixing and, in this respect, this
is a " premiere ". This book is made of chapters based on lectures given in the meeting. However we have paid a
considerable attention to harmonize the contents and styles of chapters made by scientists trained in different
communities and using different languages and techniques to describe similar problems. The Prelude by the editors of
the book introduces the different points and is a biased view of some of the important and most active aspects of the
subjects developed. We wish to thank all contributors and students of the institute who gave the style of the present
interdisciplinary approach. We also greatly thank Elisabeth Charlaix who has shared with us the scientific and practical
organisation of the institute, and Marie-France Hanseler for her technical support.
This book presents balanced treatment of transport phenomena and equal emphasis on mass transport, momentum
transport and energy transport. It include extensive reference to applications of material covered and the addition of
appendices on applied mathematics topics, the Boltzmann equation, and a summary of the basic equations in several
coordinate systems. 'Transport phenomena' offers literature citations throughout so you and your students know where to
find additional material. It contains - Transport properties in two-phase systems; Boundary-layer theory; Heat and mass
transfer coefficients; Dimensional analysis and scaling.
This book, "Heat and Mass Transfer in Porous Media", presents a set of new developments in the field of basic and
applied research work on the physical and chemical aspects of heat and mass transfer phenomena in a porous medium
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domain, as well as related material properties and their measurements. The book contents include both theoretical and
experimental developments, providing a self-contained major reference that is appealing to both the scientists and the
engineers. At the same time, these topics will encounter of a variety of scientific and engineering disciplines, such as
chemical, civil, agricultural, mechanical engineering, etc. The book is divided in several chapters that intend to be a short
monograph in which the authors summarize the current state of knowledge for benefit of professionals.
Molecular mass transport phenomena in fluids -- Transport phenomena and the basic equations of change -- Molecular
mass transport phenomena in liquids -- Mass transport phenomena in solids -- Unsteady-state diffusion -- Mass transfer
coefficients in laminar and turbulent flow -- Interphase mass transport -- Continuous two-phase mass transport processes
-- Mass transport in state processes -- Analog computer methods.
Fundamentals of Momentum, Heat and Mass Transfer, Revised, 6th Edition provides a unified treatment of momentum
transfer (fluid mechanics), heat transfer and mass transfer. The new edition has been updated to include more modern
examples, problems, and illustrations with real world applications. The treatment of the three areas of transport
phenomena is done sequentially. The subjects of momentum, heat, and mass transfer are introduced, in that order, and
appropriate analysis tools are developed.
A proper understanding of diffusion and mass transfer theory is critical for obtaining correct solutions to many transport problems.
Diffusion and Mass Transfer presents a comprehensive summary of the theoretical aspects of diffusion and mass transfer and
applies that theory to obtain detailed solutions for a large number of important problems. Particular attention is paid to various
aspects of polymer behavior, including polymer diffusion, sorption in polymers, and volumetric behavior of polymer–solvent
systems. The book first covers the five elements necessary to formulate and solve mass transfer problems, that is, conservation
laws and field equations, boundary conditions, constitutive equations, parameters in constitutive equations, and mathematical
methods that can be used to solve the partial differential equations commonly encountered in mass transfer problems. Jump
balances, Green’s function solution methods, and the free-volume theory for the prediction of self-diffusion coefficients for
polymer–solvent systems are among the topics covered. The authors then use those elements to analyze a wide variety of mass
transfer problems, including bubble dissolution, polymer sorption and desorption, dispersion, impurity migration in plastic
containers, and utilization of polymers in drug delivery. The text offers detailed solutions, along with some theoretical aspects, for
numerous processes including viscoelastic diffusion, moving boundary problems, diffusion and reaction, membrane transport,
wave behavior, sedimentation, drying of polymer films, and chromatography. Presenting diffusion and mass transfer from both
engineering and fundamental science perspectives, this book can be used as a text for a graduate-level course as well as a
reference text for research in diffusion and mass transfer. The book includes mass transfer effects in polymers, which are very
important in many industrial processes. The attention given to the proper setup of numerous problems along with the explanations
and use of mathematical solution methods will help readers in properly analyzing mass transfer problems.
The field of matter transport is central to understanding the processing of materials and their subsequent mechanical properties.
While thermodynamics determines the final state of a material system, it is the kinetics of mass transport that governs how it gets
there. This book, first published in 2000, gives a solid grounding in the principles of matter transport and their application to a
range of engineering problems. The author develops a unified treatment of mass transport applicable to both solids and liquids.
Traditionally matter transport in fluids is considered as an extension of heat transfer and can appear to have little relationship to
diffusion in solids. This unified approach clearly makes the connection between these important fields. This book is aimed at
advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students of materials science and engineering and related disciplines. It
contains numerous worked examples and unsolved problems. The material can be covered in a one semester course.
This volume, entitled “Advanced Topics in Heat and Mass Transfer and Fluid Flow Phenomena in Multiphase Systems”, is aimed
to provide a collection of recent contributions in the field of transport and fluid flow phenomena in multiphase systems and we hope
that this publication will be useful and interesting for many researchers and engineers.
Addresses the use of rigorous multicomponent mass transfer models for the simulation and design of process equipment. Deals
with the basic equations of diffusion in multicomponent systems. Describes various models and estimations of rates of mass and
energy transfer. Covers applications of multicomponent mass transfer models to process design. Includes appendices providing
necessary mathematical background. Contains a large number of numerical examples worked out in detail.
This volume of the journal “Defect and Diffusion Forum” presents to readers the special issue “Transfer Phenomena in Fluid and
Heat Flows VII” which contains articles covering theoretical and practical aspects of modeling and numerical investigation of the
diffusion processes, heat and mass transfer processes and fluid mechanics in different media and engineering objects.
DiffusionMass Transfer in Fluid SystemsCambridge University Press

The special issue on “Computational Analysis of Heat Transfer in Fluids and Solids” of the journal “Defect and Diffusion
Forum” addresses various novel nonlinear models and computational techniques important for tackling the heat transfer
phenomenon in fluids and solids. Numerical results are discussed quantitatively to illustrate the salient features of
practical engineering and industrial applications. Topics covered by excellent research papers in this issue include:
extended surfaces fins, reactive flow problem, Newtonian and non-Newtonian flow, nanofluids dynamics, boundary layer
flow, natural convection, hydrodynamic stability, biomechanics, plasma physics, physics of dusty plasma, forced
convection, mixed convection, magnetohydrodynamics, thermal radiation, porous media flow and irreversibility analysis.
We anticipate that our special issue will stimulate and help a wide audience of researchers, engineers and educators
from various fields of human activity.
This book introduces the fundamental principles of the mass transfer phenomenon and its diverse applications in process
industry. It covers the full spectrum of techniques for chemical separations and extraction. Beginning with molecular
diffusion in gases, liquids and solids within a single phase, the mechanism of inter-phase mass transfer is explained with
the help of several theories. The separation operations are explained comprehensively in two distinct ways—stage-wise
contact and continuous differential contact. The primary design requirements of gas–liquid equipment are discussed. The
book provides a detailed discussion on all individual gas–liquid, liquid–liquid, solid–gas, and solid–liquid separation
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processes. The students are also exposed to the underlying principles of the membrane-based separation processes.
The book is replete with real applications of separation processes and equipment. Problems are worked out in each
chapter. Besides, problems with answers, short questions, multiple choice questions with answers are given at the end of
each chapter. The text is intended for a course on mass transfer, transport and separation processes prescribed for the
undergraduate and postgraduate students of chemical engineering.
The All-in-One Guide to Mass Transport Phenomena: From Theory to Examples and Computation Mass transfer
processes exist in practically all engineering fields and many biological systems; understanding them is essential for all
chemical engineering students, and for practitioners in a broad range of practices, such as biomedical engineering,
environmental engineering, material engineering, and the like. Mass Transfer Processes combines a modern, accessible
introduction to modeling and computing these processes with demonstrations of their application in designing reactors
and separation systems. P. A. Ramachandran’s integrated approach balances all the knowledge readers need to be
effective, rather than merely paying lip service to some crucial topics. He covers both analytical and numerical solutions
to mass transfer problems, demonstrating numerical problem-solving with widely used software packages, including
MATLAB and CHEBFUN. Throughout, he links theory to realistic examples, both traditional and contemporary. Theory,
examples, and in-depth coverage of differential, macroscopic, and mesoscopic modeling Physical chemistry aspects of
diffusion phenomena Film models for calculating local mass transfer rates and diffusional interaction in gas–solid and
gas–liquid reaction systems Application of mass transfer models in rate-based separation processes, and systems with
simultaneous heat and mass transfer Convective mass transfer: empirical correlation, internal and external laminar flows,
and turbulent flows Heterogeneous systems, from laminar flow reactors, diffusion-reaction models, reactive membranes,
and electrochemical reactors Computations of mass transfer effects in multicomponent systems Solid–gas noncatalytic
reactions for chemical, metallurgical, environmental, and electronic processes Applications in electrochemical and
biomedical systems Design calculations for humidification, drying, and condensation systems and membrane-based
separations Analysis of adsorption, chromatography, electrodialysis, and electrophoresis
The objective of the textbook is to present basic concepts and fundamentals of computational methods as applied to heat
transfer and mass transfer problems at an introductory level for undergraduates.
Book presents mass transfer fundamentals in easily understandable form using worked examples to illustrate basic
concepts and calculations
This complete reference book covers topics in heat and mass transfer, containing extensive information in the form of
interesting and realistic examples, problems, charts, tables, illustrations, and more. Heat and Mass Transfer emphasizes
practical processes and provides the resources necessary for performing accurate and efficient calculations. This
excellent reference comes with a complete set of fully integrated software available for download at crcpress.com,
consisting of 21 computer programs that facilitate calculations, using procedures developed in the text. Easy-to-follow
instructions for software implementation make this a valuable tool for effective problem-solving.
?????????????????20?,?????????????????,????????,???????,???????????????,???????????????
This broad-based book covers the three major areas of Chemical Engineering. Most of the books in the market involve one of the
individual areas, namely, Fluid Mechanics, Heat Transfer or Mass Transfer, rather than all the three. This book presents this
material in a single source. This avoids the user having to refer to a number of books to obtain information. Most published books
covering all the three areas in a single source emphasize theory rather than practical issues. This book is written with emphasis on
practice with brief theoretical concepts in the form of questions and answers, not adopting stereo-typed question-answer approach
practiced in certain books in the market, bridging the two areas of theory and practice with respect to the core areas of chemical
engineering. Most parts of the book are easily understandable by those who are not experts in the field. Fluid Mechanics chapters
include basics on non-Newtonian systems which, for instance find importance in polymer and food processing, flow through piping,
flow measurement, pumps, mixing technology and fluidization and two phase flow. For example it covers types of pumps and
valves, membranes and areas of their use, different equipment commonly used in chemical industry and their merits and
drawbacks. Heat Transfer chapters cover the basics involved in conduction, convection and radiation, with emphasis on insulation,
heat exchangers, evaporators, condensers, reboilers and fired heaters. Design methods, performance, operational issues and
maintenance problems are highlighted. Topics such as heat pipes, heat pumps, heat tracing, steam traps, refrigeration, cooling of
electronic devices, NOx control find place in the book. Mass transfer chapters cover basics such as diffusion, theories, analogies,
mass transfer coefficients and mass transfer with chemical reaction, equipment such as tray and packed columns, column
internals including structural packings, design, operational and installation issues, drums and separators are discussed in good
detail. Absorption, distillation, extraction and leaching with applications and design methods, including emerging practices
involving Divided Wall and Petluk column arrangements, multicomponent separations, supercritical solvent extraction find place in
the book.
The book provides a unified treatment of momentum transfer (fluid mechanics), heat transfer, and mass transfer. This new edition
has been updated to include more coverage of modern topics such as biomedical/biological applications as well as an added
separations topic on membranes. Additionally, the fifth edition focuses on an explicit problem-solving methodology that is
thoroughly and consistently implemented throughout the text.· Chapter 1: Introduction to Momentum Transfer· Chapter 2: Fluid
Statics· Chapter 3: Description of a Fluid in Motion· Chapter 4: Conservation of Mass: Control-Volume Approach· Chapter 5:
Newton's Second Law of Motion: Control-Volume Approach· Chapter 6: Conservation of Energy: Control-Volume Approach·
Chapter 7: Shear Stress in Laminar Flow· Chapter 8: Analysis of a Differential Fluid Element in Laminar Flow· Chapter 9:
Differential Equations of Fluid Flow· Chapter 10: Inviscid Fluid Flow· Chapter 11: Dimensional Analysis and Similitude· Chapter 12:
Viscous Flow· Chapter 13: Flow in Closed Conduits· Chapter 14: Fluid Machinery· Chapter 15: Fundamentals of Heat Transfer·
Chapter 16: Differential Equations of Heat Transfer· Chapter 17: Steady-State Conduction· Chapter 18: Unsteady-State
Conduction· Chapter 19: Convective Heat Transfer· Chapter 20: Convective Heat-Transfer Correlations· Chapter 21: Boiling and
Condensation· Chapter 22: Heat-Transfer Equipment· Chapter 23: Radiation Heat Transfer· Chapter 24: Fundmentals of Mass
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Transfer· Chapter 25: Differential Equations of Mass Transfer· Chapter 26: Steady-State Molecular Diffusion· Chapter 27:
Unsteady-State Molecular Diffusion· Chapter 28: Convective Mass Transfer· Chapter 29: Convective Mass Transfer Between
Phases· Chapter 30: Convective Mass-Transfer Correlations· Chapter 31: Mass-Transfer Equipment
This book teaches the basic equations of transport phenomena in a unified manner and uses the analogy between heat transfer
and mass and momentum to explain the more difficult concepts. Part I covers the basic concepts in transport phenomena. Part II
covers applications in greater detail. Part III deals with the transport properties. The three transport phenomena-heat, mass, and
momentum transfer-are treated in depth through simultaneous (or parallel) developments. Transport properties such as viscosity,
thermal conductivity, and mass diffusion coefficient are introduced in a simple manner early on and then applied throughout the
rest of the book. Advanced discussion is provided separately. An entire chapter is devoted to the crucial material of non-Newtonian
phenomena. This book covers heat transfer as it pertains to transport phenomena, and covers mass transfer as it relates to the
analogy with heat and momentum. The book includes a complete treatment of fluid mechanics for Ch. E's. The treatment begins
with Newton's law and including laminar flow, turbulent flow, fluid statics, boundary layers, flow past immersed bodies, and basic
and advanced design in pipes, heat exchanges, and agitation vessels. This text is the only one to cover modern agitation design
and scale-up thoroughly. The chapter on turbulence covers not only traditional approaches but also includes the most
contemporary concepts of the transition and of coherent structures in turbulence. The book includes an extensive treatment of
fluidization. Computer programs and numerical methods are integrated throughout the text, especially in the example problems.
This didactic approach to the principles and modeling of mass transfer as it is needed in modern industrial processes is unique in
combining a step-by-step introduction to all important fundamentals with the most recent applications. Based upon the renowned
author's successful new modeling method as used for the O-18 process, the exemplary exercises included in the text are factproven, taken directly from existing chemical plants. Fascinating reading for chemists, graduate students, chemical and process
engineers, as well as thermodynamics physicists.
Clear and complete description of diffusion in fluids, for undergraduate students in chemical engineering.
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